
LESSON 1: What happens when a bath bomb is added to water (and what causes it to
happen)?

PREVIOUS LESSON There is no previous lesson.

THIS LESSON 
 

ANCHORING PHENOMENON 
 

4 days 
 

We observe different kinds of bath bombs and what they do when added to water. We model, at a scale
smaller than we can see, what we think happened to the matter that was in the bath bomb and what
caused the gas bubbles to appear. We brainstorm related phenomena where adding a solid to water
resulted in gas bubbles appearing. This leads us to a broader set of questions that we use to form our
Driving Question Board (DQB). We brainstorm possible investigations we could do and additional data
sources that could help answer our questions.

NEXT LESSON We will investigate pieces of a bath bomb, measuring its mass in a closed and open system before and after we add the bath bomb to water and before and
after crushing the bath bomb. We will argue from evidence for whether the gas was trapped inside the bath bomb to start with or whether some of the solid
or liquid matter that was there to start with changed into a gas.

BUILDING TOWARD NGSS 
 

MS-PS1-1, MS-PS1-2, MP-PS1-5 
 

WHAT STUDENTS WILL DO 
 
Develop a model showing what is happening at a scale smaller than we can see (patterns) to help explain what happened to the matter in
the solid bath bombs and what caused the gas bubbles to appear (matter and systems models).

Ask questions that arise from our observations of different bath bombs before and after they were added to water in order to seek additional
information about what caused the changes (effects) we saw occurring. This includes what happened to the matter in the solid bath bombs
and what caused the gas bubbles to appear (matter conservation), as well as what kind of changes are happening to the matter in examples
of other related phenomena we raised.
 
WHAT STUDENTS WILL FIGURE OUT 
 
Gases are composed of matter that is made of particles that are spread far apart. Liquids and solids are composed of matter that is made of
particles that are closely packed together.

We had competing ideas for whether the matter in the solid that we started with is still there. Some thought that it was all still there, while
others thought not all of it was still there. We had competing ideas for where the gas came from that was in the bubbles that appeared. One
was that it was there to start with (trapped inside the solid). The other was that it formed from some of the stuff we started with (e.g., in the
solid and/or water).



Lesson 1 • Learning Plan Snapshot
Part Duration Summary Slide Materials

1 7 min INTRODUCING BATH BOMBS AND PREPARING FOR OUR STORE-BOUGHT
BATH BOMB INVESTIGATION
Introduce the context of how you got a bath bomb. Help students set up their
notebooks and talk through a data collection plan for their first investigation.

A-B chart paper, markers, computer and projector, Store-bought bath
bomb investigation

2 10 min CARRYING OUT OUR STORE-BOUGHT BATH BOMB INVESTIGATION
Have students make observations of the bath bomb before adding it to water and
after. Record the noticings and wonderings they share on a piece of poster paper.

C chart paper, markers, computer and projector, Store-bought bath
bomb investigation

3 1O min CARRYING OUT OUR HOMEMADE BATH BOMB INVESTIGATIONS
Introduce the context about making homemade bath bombs and carry out a brief
investigation with them.

D-E computer and projector, tape, Homemade bath bomb
investigation

4 18 min REPORTING PATTERNS IN THE DIFFERENT PHENOMENA AND DEVELOPING
INITIAL MODELS AND EXPLANATIONS
Share out patterns that students noticed between the homemade and store-bought
bath bombs. Introduce the goal of developing an initial model and explanation,
and have students develop those.

F-H What Happens to a Bath Bomb When Put in Water?, Initial Model of
What Happens to a Bath Bomb When in Water, 1 piece of notebook
paper, chart paper, markers, computer and projector, tape

End of day 1

5 10 min COMPARING INDIVIDUAL MODELS
Explain the purpose of comparing initial models and explanations, and have
students do that in small groups.

I 1 piece of notebook paper, chart paper, markers, computer and
projector, tape

6 15 min DEVELOP SHARED NORMS FOR THE CLASSROOM COMMUNITY
Before students develop their first classroom consensus model, it will be important
to develop explicit, shared norms for the learning community.

J-L Science Classroom Norms, chart paper, markers, tape

7 20 min DEVELOP AN INITIAL CONSENSUS MODEL FOR THE BATH BOMB
PHENOMENON
Stay in a Scientists Circle as students practice norms when they share similarities
and differences. Facilitate a consensus-building discussion among students to
develop the first classroom consensus model.

M-N class norms poster, two partially filled out consensus model
posters with titles, circles, labels and keys on them (see materials
preparation), chart paper, markers, computer and projector

End of day 2

8 7 min CHOOSE A FOCAL NORM AND RECORD EXPERIENCES WITH RELATED
PHENOMENA
Ask students to review the norms again and select a norm to focus on for class
today. Encourage students to think more about their individual experiences with
related phenomena.

O-P class norms poster, computer and projector

9 8 min SHARE RELATED PHENOMENA THAT COULD HELP US EXPLAIN
Record student’s ideas of related phenomena and experiences they have had, such
as what they saw happen with the bath bombs and also any other phenomena
that they think might happen due to similar causes.

chart paper, markers, computer and projector



Part Duration Summary Slide Materials

10 5 min DEVELOP INITIAL QUESTIONS
Students develop questions for the Driving Question Board individually.

Q 3+ index cards, 1 marker, computer and projector

11 25 min DEVELOP A DRIVING QUESTION BOARD AND REFLECT ON NORMS
Gather students in a Scientists Circle to construct a Driving Question Board (DQB)
about what is causing the phenomena students have been thinking about over the
previous days.

R-S extra index cards, tape, chart paper, markers, computer and
projector

End of day 3

12 15 min CHOOSE A FOCAL NORM AND DEVELOP INITIAL IDEAS FOR FUTURE
INVESTIGATIONS
Develop ideas for future investigations or sources of data that could help us figure
out our questions. Make a public record of them as they are shared with the whole
class.

T-V printout of the Driving Question Board questions, chart paper,
markers, computer and projector

13 20 min START PROGRESS TRACKER, UPDATE THE TABLE OF CONTENTS, AND REFLECT
ON NORMS
Have students reflect on their norms. Provide an example of how to fill out the
table of contents in their notebooks to reference each piece of work they developed
so far.

W-X Science Classroom Norms, chart paper, markers, computer and
projector

End of day 4



Lesson 1 • Materials List
per student per group per class

Store-bought bath bomb
investigation materials

clear bowl with fresh water
6 store-bought bath bombs (reuse
between classes)
1 additional bath bomb per class
1 digital scale
1 digital thermometer

Homemade bath bomb
investigation materials

1 chemical splash goggle 3 different homemade bath bomb
3 small paper plates
3 quart-size plastic sealable bags
3 clear plastic cups
3 toothpicks
1 eyedropper or pipette
1 digital scale (only if requested by the
group)
1 digital thermometer (only if
requested by the group)

access to water

Lesson materials science notebook
What Happens to a Bath Bomb When Put in
Water?
Initial Model of What Happens to a Bath
Bomb When in Water
1 piece of notebook paper
Science Classroom Norms
3+ index cards
1 marker

printout of the Driving Question
Board questions

chart paper
markers
computer and projector
tape
class norms poster
two partially filled out consensus model
posters with titles
circles
labels and keys on them (see materials
preparation)
extra index cards

Materials preparation (120, plus 60 (drying time) minutes)
Review teacher guide, slides, and teacher references or keys (if applicable). 

Make copies of handouts and ensure sufficient copies of student references, readings, and procedures are available. 

Gather chart paper, notecards, tape, and markers.

Download the Communicating in Scientific Ways from the website and post in your classroom or add to students’ notebooks. It can be used as a poster or a handout.

Determine where to set up the Driving Question Board so that students can gather around it.

Prepare two pieces of poster paper for each class for the initial consensus model that you will co-construct together. Note that some of the corresponding colors in both posters match
the same parts of the system. See below for examples.

After your last class on day 3, merge all the questions together on your Driving Question Board into categories that emerge across all your classes. After (or as) you do that reorganization
of the board after this lesson, make a record of all the questions that are on the board so that you can print them out for students to reference in groups of three during class the next
day. One way to do this is to take a high resolution photo of the board, and another way is to transcribe the questions on the board.



Print out this copy of all the Driving Question Board questions for all your classes, 1 per group of two students.

Trim all handouts to fit in science notebooks if you have a paper cutter.

Day 1: Store-bought bath bomb investigation
Group size: Whole class
Setup

For each class, place a clear bowl with fresh water in it in the middle of the Scientists Circle.
Have 6 store-bought bath bombs to pass around (reused between classes).
Have 1 additional bath bomb ready to be used up per class.
Set up this equipment off to the side (in case it is requested):
digital scale
meat thermometer

Safety: Consider using an unscented bath bomb if any students have a scent sensitivity.
Disposal: All materials can be washed down the drain with cold or warm water.
Storage: Store unused bath bombs in sealed or closed containers.

Day 1: Homemade bath bomb investigation
Group size: 3 students
Setup

 Make each of the recipes (A, B, C, and D) for the homemade bath bombs one day prior to this investigation: See Recipes
for Homemade Bath Bombs for complete instructions for preparing these. Each recipe will just fill a mini-ice cube tray. This
will produce 160 bath bombs from each recipe, for a total of 640 bath bombs.
Make a second batch of all the recipes (A, B, C, and D) now. Save these for lesson 5. Make four batches of recipe B. Save
these for lesson 2.
Make sure students have access to the following items placed in a common area for this investigation:

trays or plates with different bath bomb samples on them
access to water
1 splash goggle per student

Make sure you have supplies available so that every student gets at least one of the following:
small paper plates
quart-size plastic sealable bags
clear plastic cups (wash and reuse between classes)
eyedroppers or pipettes (wash and reuse between classes)
toothpicks

Set up this equipment off to the side, one per group, in case groups request them:
digital scale
digital thermometer.

Safety: There are no safety concerns.
Disposal: All materials can be washed down the drain with cold or warm water.
Storage: Store unused bath bombs in sealed or closed containers.



Lesson 1 • Where We Are Going and NOT Going

Where We Are Going

This lesson is meant to draw out students’ prior experiences where they have seen solids dissolving in water (relatively common), and more specifically, where that coincides with the
appearance of gas bubbles, which is less common (e.g., Alka Seltzer, dental retainer cleaning tablets). Competing explanations will come up for what happened to the solid and why the
gas appeared. We hope to foreground all of these competing explanations in this lesson to provide motivation for ideas to pursue that are largely parallel to the ones that are part of
what is planned for the first subsequent set of lessons in the first learning set of the unit.

The first set of competing explanations you are likely to hear will be around what happened to the solid bath bomb. Some students will likely claim that it (or part of it) melted. Other
students will claim that it (or some part) of it dissolved. Assuming that students have developed the 5th grade DCIs related to both melting and dissolving, students should know that
mass is conserved in both processes, and that particles of solids can break apart in both cases. They should also know that you have to warm something up (increase its temperature) to
get it to melt (change from a solid to liquid). Therefore, you can leverage this line of reasoning to help students argue that we could determine if the solid melted or dissolved in the
water by simply tracking the temperature of the stuff in the system before and after we mix them together. That argument can help motivate taking the measurement of temperature of
everything in the system, either in Lesson 2 or in Lesson 4, if that didn’t already emerge in Lesson 1. The corresponding slight temperature drop that occurs after adding the solid bath
bomb to the water should help provide evidence that nothing is melting in the system.

The second set of competing explanations will be around why the gas bubbles appeared. Students will identify the bubbles as an interesting aspect of the phenomenon, but don’t
initially tend to think of those as being filled with gas. It is anticipated in that a small amount of additional facilitation and questioning will be needed to help them make that
connection (see the learning plan). After that point, students should be ready to make connections to what they figured out about the particulate nature of gases from their work in the
OpenSciEd units 6.2 and 6.3. We want to use this initial consensus modeling activity to establish what students know about gases (that they are made of particles with lots of space
between them). From this, we also want to further elicit what students should know about solids and liquids (particularly water) from a particle perspective. This will help build on what
they figured out in the OpenSciEd units 6.2 and 6.3. In particular, we want to help them recall that in those prior units, they figured out that solids and liquids are made of particles
closely packed together. We also want to help them recall the idea that it can be helpful to represent different types of substances (e.g., water vs. plastic vs. other gases in the air) by
representing them with different types of particles (e.g., different shapes or colors). This is something they did in unit 6.2. We want to help them recall that we can keep track of the
same substances (e.g., liquid water and water vapor) by representing the same type of particles (which we often call molecules, as in the case of water) as we did in unit 6.3. Students
should be reminded that these are important connections that when developing the consensus model. All of this will culminate in helping students articulate two possible sources for
the particles that make up the gas in the bubbles.

One possible source students will suggest from their initial models is that those types of particles were there to start with (e.g., they were inside pockets/cavities within the solid bath
bomb before it touched the water and were released when it dissolved).

A second possible source other students will suggest is that those types of particles formed when the bath bomb (inter)acted with the water, but were not there to start with, and that
some of the substances in the system reacted to form something new. This is an idea that the class will develop, and they will uncover additional evidence for it over the course of this
unit after they eliminate other possibilities.

A third possible source that students may raise (but is less commonly suggested) is that the gas is the result of a substance that was in the system boiling. There is no need to resolve
whether this is happening until Lesson 5, even if your class has the temperature change data (from this lesson or Lesson 2) to refute this explanation. Boiling is a relatively new
phenomenon that is not connected to any DCIs students will have developed around particulate models of matter in grade 5. Understanding that boiling point is a property of a
substance is a middle school DCI. It is something that students have seen only in the context of atmospheric gases in unit 6.3 of OpenSciEd, up to this point in the OpenSciEd scope and
sequence. They have not yet thought about it in the context of things that are solids or liquids at room temperature. In Lesson 5 of this unit, students will narrow in on potential
candidates for the type of substances that the gas in the bubbles could be using. Property data will lead them to determine that it is not the result of any of the original substances
boiling.

Where We Are NOT Going

It is not important in this unit that students understand whether dissolving is a physical change or a chemical reaction. It is not important that they figure out what happens to the
particles that make up the solid bath bomb as the solid dissolves, beyond the idea that the solid is breaking into little pieces too small to see.

It is, however, productive to represent dissolving in the consensus models as “breaking into pieces of matter too small to see and mixing into the water.” Do not try to label those as a
specific kind of particle.



In the later part of the unit, students will figure out that the substances that made up the bath bombs were made of smaller particles that are atoms. If that idea is introduced by some
students, you can, of course, record it, but don’t offer any more feedback regarding this possibility versus other ideas that are raised. Do not introduce the idea of atoms making up
matter in this lesson, as this is the idea that is new in the middle school grade band. This unit is where that idea is developed for the first time in OpenSciEd, and later lessons will help
students construct the proposition for the idea according to the line of evidence they accumulate up to that point in the unit.



7 min

LEARNING PLAN for LESSON 1
1 · INTRODUCING BATH BOMBS AND PREPARING FOR OUR STORE-BOUGHT BATH BOMB
INVESTIGATION
MATERIALS: Store-bought bath bomb investigation, science notebook, chart paper, markers, computer and projector

Introduce the context of how you got some “store-bought” bath bombs. If someone ordered bath bombs for you and you test one
before class, then you can say something like this to introduce the bath bombs you are about to show them, A colleague recently got me
something from the store called a bath bomb. I tried it at home (or school) and found it did something pretty interesting. Have you heard of these?
What do you know about them? What are your experiences with bath bombs?

Show slide A. Allow a couple of minutes for students to turn and talk with a partner about the questions on the slide.

Help students plan for the first investigation. Bring the class back together. Hold up a sample bath bomb and introduce what we plan to
do with it next, saying, The directions on the package suggest that they are fun to add to water. Let’s get ready to take some observations of the
bath bombs I got from the store before and after we add one to some water.

Prepare science notebooks to record noticings and wonderings. Show slide B. Have students title a new page in their notebooks and
make a T-chart below the title to record their noticings and wonderings for what they notice about the bath bomb.

SCIENCE
NOTEBOOK
 

If this is the first unit of your 7th grade course and you have not yet set up and organized their science
notebooks, you need to include additional time to do so now. Have students organize their notebooks
using a format that will be easy for them and you to maintain across the year. Helpful tips for keeping the
notebooks organized include the following:

Number pages so that students can easily refer to their work (e.g., models, data sets) during
collaborative discussions.
Maintain a table of contents and updating this table of contents throughout the unit. Plan to
reserve at least 2 pages (4 pages front-to-back) for the table of contents for a single unit. The table
of contents can be at the front of the notebook for all units within, or at the beginning of each
new unit within the notebook.
Title each page with a recognizable title that can be added to the table of contents, after those
artifacts are added to the notebook (students will do this at the end of this lesson).
After the table of contents, reserve the next 10 pages (20 pages front-to-back) for their Progress
Tracker for the unit. This is the place where students will individually reflect on their progress and
also add key consensus modeling work completed by the class.

For more information on Science Notebook Management, refer to this section of the OpenSciEd Teacher
Handbook.

Then have students bring their science notebooks and sit in a Scientists Circle on the floor, around a bowl of water in the middle of it
that everyone can see. The students should be about 8-10 feet from the bowl of water.

Hold up a store-bought bath bomb and tell students that they each should take about 20 seconds to examine the bath bomb as it is
passed around to them and then record what they notice and wonder before passing it to the person on their right.



10 min2 · CARRYING OUT OUR STORE-BOUGHT BATH BOMB INVESTIGATION
MATERIALS: Store-bought bath bomb investigation, science notebook, chart paper, markers, computer and projector

Pass some bath bombs around the circle. Hand out six store-bought bath
bombs, starting them at different parts of the circle, and have students pass
them around in the same direction (e.g., to their right). Tell students to take no
more than 20 seconds for each bath bomb before passing it on, and then
record anything they notice and wonder about it.

When one of the bath bombs gets back to you, say that you are going to
collect all the bath bombs in a minute and then will put one of them in the
bowl of water for everyone to watch together, so that each person can add to
their noticing and wonderings. To confirm that everyone has examined the
bath bombs first-hand, take a show of hands of who has examined them
before collecting them .

Say, Think for a minute about whether there is any additional data you want us to
collect before I put the bath bomb in the water.

Ask for any additional suggestions. Have a thermometer available or scale at
the table some distance away from the circle, in case students ask for it. Only
use these devices if students suggest the idea of using them now, but don’t
suggest either of these devices yet if they don’t.

Put one bath bomb in the bowl of water. Save the rest of the bath bombs to
pass around for your next classes and future investigations. Remind students
to record what they notice and wonder over the next few minutes.

Facilitate a whole-class Initial Ideas Discussion. After about three minutes,
have students report what they noticed. Show slide C. List their noticings on a
poster titled, “What we noticed about what happened to the store-bought bath bomb.” A sample poster showing the type of
observations you might hear is shown to the right.



1O min

KEY IDEAS Purpose of this discussion: This discussion should be a fluid moment for students to share their
observations and consider their initial explanations and questions. The discussion should be grounded in
what students notice and find interesting rather than focused on a set question to frame the discussion.
Consequently, the emphasis should be on eliciting and recording students’ noticings.

Listen for these ideas:
The solid we started with breaks apart into smaller pieces when it is added to water.
After a while, the solid we started with is no longer visible (or there is less of it visible).
Fizzing (gas bubbles) appear around or on the bath bomb when it is added to water.
any other observations (such as there is a smell or scent after bubbles appear, a film appears on
the water, or the water becomes cloudy)

You will need to introduce ideas of “gas bubbles” when noticings of fizzing or bubbles appearing are first
raised by students. Suggest the idea that the bubbles must be filled with some kind of gas. For example, you
could say, So we put the solid bath bomb in water, which is a liquid. But after that, a gas appeared in the form of little
bubbles.

Add the addendum phrase “gas bubbles” to the list of noticings if students are in agreement with that idea.
If students aren’t in agreement that it is a gas inside the bubbles, then still add the phrase but put a question
mark near that phrase and underline it. Suggest that this is something they can get evidence for to argue
either way when we test some more bath bombs in a little bit. Then, we can decide whether to accept or
reject the claim regarding gas in the bubbles.

3 · CARRYING OUT OUR HOMEMADE BATH BOMB INVESTIGATIONS
MATERIALS: Homemade bath bomb investigation, science notebook, computer and projector, tape

Preparing for Our Second Investigation. Introduce the homemade bath bomb context by saying something like, I have just a few store-
bought bath bombs. I realized it would be kind of pricey to buy enough samples from the store for every group to have their own to use and enough
for us to do additional experiments with, so I looked up how to make homemade ones. I found multiple different recipes with different ingredients
and made a large batch of each of those for you to work with. I broke these samples from a large batch I made using each different recipes for you all
to investigate in a groups of three. Let’s head back to our seats so you can start to make a plan about how you want to work with the materials we
have available and what data you will want to collect.

Have students return to their regular seats.

Show slide D describing the materials they will have to work with. Say, There are bath bombs I made from four different recipes (A, B, C, and
D). I will assign one sample to each person in your group, which gives your group a total of three of the four possible different bath bombs to test. This
will give you a chance to get up close to each of these to inspect them before adding them to water and see what is happening when they are in
water too.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

Some groups may ask if a scale or thermometer is available for them to use. If they do, offer the use of
those tools to that group. But if groups don’t suggest these ideas, don’t suggest them for them.



18 min

SAFETY
PRECAUTIONS
 

Review any safety guidelines and have students wear goggles during this and all future investigations in this
unit. Emphasize that as we shift to working with stuff that we make ourselves or get up close to investigate,
we want to prevent any of it from getting into our eyes that may irritate or damage them. Review any
cleanup procedures and materials you want them to wash out to reuse between classes (e.g., cups).

Show slide E. Give students a couple of minutes to title their observation page and discuss with their groups a plan that will ensure that
each person in their group will get an opportunity to inspect and work with at least one bath bomb up close.

Carrying Out Our Second Investigation. Allocate the remaining time for students to conduct their investigations. This should be
relatively quick at this point. Set a timer and tell students the amount of time they have for this (e.g. 7 minutes).

After this step, make sure to leave 18 minutes after students have cleaned up to come back to their seats for an individual modeling task
at the end of the period on the first day.

4 · REPORTING PATTERNS IN THE DIFFERENT PHENOMENA AND DEVELOPING INITIAL MODELS
AND EXPLANATIONS
MATERIALS: What Happens to a Bath Bomb When Put in Water?, Initial Model of What Happens to a Bath Bomb When in Water, science notebook, 1 piece of notebook paper, chart paper,
markers, computer and projector, tape

Reporting Patterns in the Whole-Group Discussion. Project slide F. Take five minutes or less to have student volunteers share how the
homemade bath bombs compared to the store-bought ones.  

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What things were the same as compared to the store-bought ones? They all were solids to start with.
They all broke apart in water.
Gas bubbles appeared in both.

What things were different between them or between them and the
store-bought ones?

They had different smells.
They had different colors.
Some broke apart easier than others.
Some felt smoother or oilier.
Some left a film in the water and some did not.

Foreground two aspects of the phenomena that were common across all the experiences that we should try to explain--the solid was
no longer there after it was in the water, and gas bubbles appeared around it for a bit after it was added to the water.

Representing what happens at the macro level. Ask students to represent these changes to they observed over time that occured to the
matter that was added to the cup. Show slide G. Pass out a copy of What Happens to a Bath Bomb When Put in Water? for them to do this
on. Give 3 minutes for students to do this.

Develop an initial model. Pause student work. Present slide H. Orchestrate the labeling of their drawing on What Happens to a Bath Bomb
When Put in Water?, in concert as a class, as outlined on slide G. Ask all students to point to the part of their model where each of these
are represented. When you see each student doing that, ask them to draw an arrow pointing to that location and labeling the arrow
with the corresponding letter (A through D):

✱✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
DEVELOPING AND USING ENERGY
AND MATTER
 
This prompts foreground thinking that
students have done numerous times in two
prior OpenSciEd units in sixth grade, unit
6.2 and unit 6.3. If students ask for
clarification about this prompt, remind
them that they have used this sort of
thinking about systems and matter at a
scale too small to see in two prior units in
6th grade. One unit was about trying to
figure out how to keep a drink cold or warm
in a container, and the other was about
trying to figure out why it hails, rains, or
snows sometimes but not others. If this is
the first OpenSciEd unit for your students,
you may need explain that the system
consists of all the stuff in the bowl of water
before the solid bath bomb is added to it,
right after it is added, and a few minutes
later.
 
✱✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
THREE-DIMENSIONAL LEARNING
 



10 min

A. Pointing to a spot in the water right before adding the bath bomb to it.
B. Pointing to a spot in the liquid remaining in the cup a few minutes after adding the the bath bomb to the water.
C. Pointing to a spot in the bath bomb before adding it to the water.
D. Pointing to a spot inside of a gas bubble a couple seconds after adding the bath bomb to the water

As students are labeling these, hand out a copy of Initial Model of What Happens to a Bath Bomb When in Water to each student. Don’t have
students put this handout in their notebooks yet. You will be collecting it at the end of the period.

Read through the second part of slide G with the students✱ Have students point to where A, B, C, and D are shown in Initial Model of
What Happens to a Bath Bomb When in Water. Give students five minutes to develop this model.

Translate the model into a written explanation. Then pause students again and ask them to take out a separate sheet of paper. Instruct
students use their model to help them develop an explanation to answer the two questions on the bottom of the slide:

1. What happened to the solid bath bomb?
2. What caused the gas bubbles to appear?

Collect both Initial Model of What Happens to a Bath Bomb When in Water and the explanation that students just wrote on notebook paper
before the end of the period.

If you are collecting these handouts, have students return them to you before the end of class. ✱✱

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Look for the following:
In Unknown material with identifier: op.ca.l1.ho2: Different types of particles in different parts of the
system and/or for different materials, and/or states of matter, and/or at different points in time
are included.
In the written explanation (the second part of the model): Unobservable mechanisms are
labeled/referenced for two aspects of the phenomenon. Changes in solids: such as melting,
dissolving, or reacting/interacting with other materials. Appearance of the gas: such as the “release
of a gas” from pockets in the solid, evaporation, boiling, and a new substance being produced that
wasn’t there before. Students may use other words to describe what is happening at a particle
level. These includes such things as particles speeding up, spreading apart or coming together,
colliding, breaking apart from other particles, and mixing in-between other particles.

This is an opportunity for pre-assessing
students’ engagement in all three
dimensions of NGSS to explain a
phenomenon. There are prompts in this
task that ask students to engage in two
elements of the modeling practice related
to representing descriptive aspects of the
phenomena as well as unobservable
mechanisms. Students are prompted to
explain the mechanisms that caused the
observable changes, which will provide an
opportunity to bring related DCIs from
grade 5 and the middle school grade band
to the explanation (such as melting,
dissolving, or reacting/interacting with
other materials). There are phrases in the
prompts that ask students to consider
related elements of CCCs, particularly
patterns (at a particulate scale), matter,
energy, systems, and system models.

End of day 1

5 · COMPARING INDIVIDUAL MODELS
MATERIALS: science notebook, 1 piece of notebook paper, chart paper, markers, computer and projector, tape

Reorient students to the initial models and explanations they developed. If you have collected students’ initial models and
explanations, return them to the students and have them secure it to pages in their notebook (e.g., with glue or tape). As students enter
the class, ask them to review their initial models and explanations from the previous class. Display slide I.

Prepare to compare individual models and explanations. Take a moment to have a short conversation about why we want to look at
each other’s models and explanations. Ask students:

What can we learn from looking at each other’s initial ideas in their models and explanations?
What if someone has different ideas than yours?

✱✱ ATTENDING TO EQUITY
 
This is an important opportunity to
emphasize that each individual has
contributions to make to their community
of learners. It is through differences in
thinking that the class will grow their
knowledge together. Throughout this unit,
students will be asked to be open to
sharing knowledge products that depict
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Reinforce student’s ideas by saying, We want to use our time to see what other people in the class are thinking and how they thinking about the
cause of the changes we saw in the bath bombs last time. We don’t need to have the same ideas because we all think differently. But we can learn
from one another by closely looking at our classmates’ work.✱✱ We are going to use this time to study their work closely and see if it helps our own
thinking.

Compare models and explanations in small groups. Tell students that the purpose of the next activity is to compare models and
explanations, and use them to note similarities and differences in the way each person is thinking about what happened to the solid
bath bomb. This includes why the bubbles appeared, paying particular attention to any changes to the matter in the system that were
happening at a scale that is too small to see.

Share examples and non-examples of productive comparisons (e.g., a non-productive example would be focusing on the artistry of the
drawing or diagram; a productive example would be noting how other students talked about why the bubbles appeared where they did.

Students, working in small groups of 3, will take turns sharing their work. As the group notes similarities between the diagrams, they can
make a small check mark on their diagram noting that it is similar to a diagram by another member in their group. If they have a
different thing, or the group is confused about part of the system, they can mark those parts of the diagram with a question mark. The
groups do not need to achieve consensus at this time.

g g p p
their current thinking and to be open to
learning from classmates who share their
knowledge too.

6 · DEVELOP SHARED NORMS FOR THE CLASSROOM COMMUNITY
MATERIALS: Science Classroom Norms, science notebook, chart paper, markers, tape

Form a Scientists Circle for the first time. Ask students to assemble their chairs in a circle and to bring their science notebooks and
something to write with. They will be in this circle for most of the class session. Ideally, they will need to be able to see the slides and
have access to a whiteboard, but if that is not possible, the whiteboard (or chart paper) will be more critical for the rest of the class.

SCIENTISTS
CIRCLE
 

You will form a Scientists Circle in many future lessons as well. Setting up the norms and logistics for
forming, equitably participating in, and breaking down that space is important to do if this is your first time
forming such a space. Having students sit in a circle so they can see and face one another can help build a
sense of shared mission and a community of learners working together. Returning to this Scientists Circle
throughout the course of the unit to take stock of what the class has figured out and where they need to go
next will be an important tool in helping the class take on greater agency in steering the direction of their
learning. This circle will also help build a sense of pride in their work. You may want to inform students that
professional scientists collaborate with one another to brainstorm, discuss, and review their work also.

Introduce the task to develop a class consensus model. Tell students that next, we’ll try to identify areas of agreement and areas of
uncertainty across all of our models and explanations. The purpose of introducing the consensus task before talking about classroom
norms is to get students thinking about how difficult it will be to get all members of the learning community to agree. It is also
important to think about how we want to make sure everyone is included and everyone’s voice is heard.

Introduce science classroom norms. Tell students that before the class moves on to this next step in our work, it is time for the class to
set up some norms for how the class wants to work together and learn together in science class. You may want to reiterate productive
behaviors you witnessed on the first day of this lesson (Lesson 1) as a way of communicating to students that they were already
operating using some positive norms, but they had not yet talked about them.

✱✱ ATTENDING TO EQUITY
 
It is important to use this norm building
time to begin to cultivate an equitable
learning community that promotes trusting
and caring relationships. The norms should
reinforce the value of diversity of the
classroom community members, and
equity in the sense-making work they will
do together this school year. It is critical
that the norms support safe and fair
participation and interrupt cultural norms
or stereotypes that could make science
experiences feel uncomfortable to students
(e.g., as being someone who is not
intelligent enough to think like a scientist,
who has trouble putting their thinking into
writing, who cannot do the relevant math,
or who cannot share their thinking).



ALTERNATE
ACTIVITY

When setting up community norms, it should be explained to the students how norms help everyone in
the community understand what is expected of them. Two approaches to setting up norms include:

Give students a set of norms as a starting point (the default approach written in the learning plan below).
Share a set of community norms with students and provide space for students to edit or add to
the norms if students believe something is missing.
Co-construct norms with students (the alternate approach). Explain what norms are and why we need
them for productive science talk and classroom culture. Have students co-construct norms, first
sharing ideas in small groups, and then sharing with the whole class. Compile a list of agreed-
upon community norms. As the teacher, you can add norms that may be missing from the list.
Make sure to explain to students how you think the norm you added is helpful, so that they are
clear about why you are adding it to the list.

In selecting which approach to use, consider the following questions that can help you determine which
approach is best for your situation:

Do you want students to participate in co-constructing the norms?
Do you want the same set of norms for every section of science you teach?
Do you want to work with your team teachers to establish a shared set of norms for students
across all their classes?
What kinds of consequences will you enforce if students do not follow the norms?

Display slide J and pass out Science Classroom Norms. (Note: edit the handout as desired).

Many students may not know what a “norm” is, so tell students that norms are something that we all agree to try and work on so that
we have a productive and respectful learning environment. They are similar to rules, but are intended to ensure that all students have a
positive learning experience in science class. These are things that we collectively decide upon as a community about how learning will
happen best and what we want and need to hold each other responsible for upholding.

On the slide are a set of norms that are a starting point for the class.✱ It is important to talk through each one with students and ask
them to provide an example of the norm or paraphrase it. The purpose of this is to develop a shared understanding of each norm. Also,
provide opportunities for students to clarify a norm, ask for a modification, or develop a new norm. Allow students to write on their
handout if the class decides to change something. Norms are intended to be shared by the students and teacher, so even though a set
has been provided, it is just a starting point for students.

Choose a norm to work on for the rest of class. Show slide K. Ask students to read through the norms one more time and nominate one
norm that may be particularly challenging to follow if we are out of practice and requires that we must work at it intentionally to get
good at it. Discuss a strategy or two that could help everyone adhere to it. Then, before the students end their conversation, ask them to
look at the sheet and pick one norm that they personally will work on for the rest of class. They should share the norm with a partner
and tell the partner why that norm is important for them.

Show slide L. Before moving on to the next step, let students take a moment to cut and paste the Science Classroom Norms into their
notebook (or you can wait until they break from the Scientists Circle and return to their desk).

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

If there are many edits, you may choose to modify the document and reprint it for students before they
paste it into their notebooks. It will be important for the Norms to appear early in their notebook. Consider
pasting it to the inside cover of the notebook so that it is easily and often seen by students. Also, be sure to
have a public place where the Norms are posted on the wall so that students can easily refer to it.



20 min7 · DEVELOP AN INITIAL CONSENSUS MODEL FOR THE BATH BOMB PHENOMENON
MATERIALS: science notebook, class norms poster, two partially filled out consensus model posters with titles, circles, labels and keys on them (see materials preparation), chart paper,
markers, computer and projector

Display slide M. Let students know that the class is now ready to have a consensus-building discussion.✱ Tell students, Remember that
the goal of this discussion is to figure out areas of agreement and disagreement in the initial models. Knowing where we agree and disagree will
help us to figure out what is happening in the bath bomb phenomenon. We also want to use this time to practice our norms with one another.

KEY IDEAS Purpose of this discussion
Develop an initial class consensus model to capture the ideas we agree and disagree on or are
more uncertain about to explain what happened to the solid bath bomb and why the gas bubbles
appeared.
Reflect on what we know about matter from previous units.

Listen For

Areas of agreement for what we think is happening to the matter at a scale too small to see
(zoomed-in views)

(a) There are small pieces (particles) that make all the matter in the system, including: 1)
the solid bath bomb, 2) the water we start with, 3) the liquid we end with, and 4) the gas
in the bubble.

Possible areas of disagreement/controversy
(b) Types of particles: How many different kinds are in the solid? Are the particles in the
gas the same kind of particles that we started with (e.g., water vapor)?
(c) Changes occurring in the solid: Is it melting, dissolving, or reacting/interacting with
other matter in the system?
(d) Appearance of the gas: Was the gas released from pockets in the solid vs. evaporation
or boiling vs. a new kind of material that wasn’t there before?
(e) Spacing, speed, or particle interactions: Are the particles changing speed or spacing,
colliding, sticking, or breaking apart from other particles and mixing in-between other
particles?

Ask about areas of agreement on representing the matter in the system at a scale smaller than we can see. Ask students about what they
put in their zoomed-in views that was similar to what other students provided. You should be able to establish agreement around item
a above in the “Listen For’s”.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What did you notice was common in how other people represented
the different kinds of matter in the system in the zoomed-in circles?

Is this something everyone showed?

Do we agree that it makes sense to include this based on what we
know about the nature of matter in solids, liquids, and gases?

We used particles to represent these different kinds of matter.

The gas particles were spread apart further than the solid and liquid
particles.

We used a different kind of particle to show that water was different
than what was in the solid or the gas.

✱✱ STRATEGIES FOR THIS
CONSENSUS DISCUSSION
 
It is again important to accept all student
responses and to encourage students to
share their ideas. Furthermore, emphasize
that it is important to highlight areas of
disagreement and help students clearly
explicate their thinking in these areas. Be
careful not to favorably respond to any one
idea over others so as not to “give away”
what might be going on in the
phenomenon.

It is useful to develop a public record of
areas of agreement and disagreement so
that students may refer to their shared
ideas. It also useful to diagram the model
to make a record of the parts, pathways, or
changes to the matter in the system that
we aren’t in agreement with or that we
might have questions about.
 
✱✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
ENGAGING IN DEVELOPING AND
USING MODELS
 
Emphasize to students that they will
develop and use models for a purpose in
science. Scientific models are dynamic and
change as new information is learned, and
models need to be “applied” to explain
phenomena or design solutions to be
considered useful. We develop and use
models not just to be able to describe
something that happened, but also to be
able to come up with a way to explain how
and why it happened or to accurately
predict what will happen or to engineer a
way to make it happen differently. Avoid
asking students to simply repeat back an
element of a model or even an entire
model as an inert “fact.”



Work through the locations in the model in this strategic order:
Start with the zoom in of the water, in circle A. This zoom-in is likely to have the least controversy around a particulate model,
due to students prior experiences with modeling liquid water particles as circles in unit 6.2 and 6.3 in OpenSciEd.
Move to circle B next. Students will likely say that some of the water is still part of the liquid and that something else is in the
liquid that wasn’t before (that makes cloudy or oily). This should help establish that this liquid is probably a mixture of water
and something else. Representing mixtures is something students have done in unit 6.3 OpenSciEd. This will allow you to
establish that there is at least a second type of particle mixed in between the water particles.
Move to circle C next. Students will likely say that there are particles spread far apart in the gas. They have modeled air this way
in unit 6.2 and 6.3 in OpenSciEd. Where there is likely to be some controversy, is what type of particles is the gas made of. Air
particles? Bath bomb particles? Something else?
Move to circle D next. Students will likely say that we should model the particles of the solid as being closely packed together.
This is how they have modeled solids unit 6.2 and 6.3 in OpenSciEd. But, there may be multiple areas of disagreement about
the homogeneity of the solid that will be productive to capture such as:

Is it made of the same type of particle throughout or different types (based on observations they made of the solid
bath bomb)?
Is it solid throughout or are there cavities of trapped gas?

End in the middle circle. This is where you will want to capture competing mechanisms for what is happening at a particle level
to cause these outcomes. In the diagram below, notice how the competing mechanisms are listed both in the center circle and
in a larger poster, so they can be read more easily.



7 min

8 min

Frame what we accomplished. Once these ideas are captured in these posters, step back and introduce students to the idea that they just
developed an initial consensus model. Explain to students that scientists develop and use models to understand and explain
phenomena and to clarify areas of uncertainty and limitations in their current understanding. They then try to refine that model by
doing additional investigations and collecting additional evidence. Over time, they try to test the model to see how many other related
phenomena it can also explain.

Debrief how we did with our focal norm. Display slide N. Have students talk and share how they did with the norm they selected. Ask
students, How did the norms help us talk together and come up with some ideas of what we think is happening? Allow a few students to share,
and tell students they will continue to work on the norm.

End of day 2

8 · CHOOSE A FOCAL NORM AND RECORD EXPERIENCES WITH RELATED PHENOMENA
MATERIALS: science notebook, class norms poster, computer and projector

Choose a norm to work on today. Display slide O. Direct students to look over the norms chart once more. Ask them to silently choose
a norm to intentionally work at and monitor for themselves in class today to help our learning community grow stronger and more
productive for everyone.

Connect to the work students did yesterday. Say, Look back at the initial consensus model we developed. When we did that, we were trying to
explain why certain things happened with the bath bomb. But scientific models are most powerful when they can help explain a wide range of
phenomena. Let’s start thinking about whether the items we have shown are applicable for trying to explain other things we have observed in the
world.

Reflect on related phenomena. Display slide P. The purpose is to have students think of experiences that they have had that reminds
them of what they saw happen with the bath bombs AND to also brainstorm any other phenomena that they think might happen due
to the same sorts of things that caused the bath bomb to behave how it did.

9 · SHARE RELATED PHENOMENA THAT COULD HELP US EXPLAIN
MATERIALS: science notebook, chart paper, markers, computer and projector

Share related phenomena and experiences. Start the conversation by having students share with the
whole group. Encourage students to snap their fingers if someone mentions a phenomenon that they
also have observed.

What other experiences have you had that the bath bomb reminds you of?
What other phenomena might happen due to the same sorts of things that caused the bath
bomb to do what it did?

Record a bulleted list of what students share on chart paper like the one shown below.

After making this list, link it back to the classroom consensus model. Say that, As we revise and refine our
model to try to explain what is happening with the bath bomb in future investigations, let’s keep in mind these other
phenomena too, so that we can see if the model we develop can be used to explain any of these as well.
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10 · DEVELOP INITIAL QUESTIONS
MATERIALS: 3+ index cards, 1 marker, science notebook, computer and projector

Introduce the goal of building a Driving Question Board (DQB). Tell students that we are going to capture all of our questions today. The
purpose of this work is to use all of our individual questions to determine what it is we want to figure out as a class. To do that, we need
to prepare to get all of our questions shared and represented on a single board, which will be called our Driving Question Board.

Write individual questions. Display slide Q. Pass out 3 index cards and a marker to each student and remind them to take time to
review the noticing charts from the bath bomb investigations, their initial models, the class consensus model, and the list of related
phenomena. Remind students that their questions can be related to any of these things as well as any new related phenomena that
come to mind. Remind students that it will be part of our class mission to try to answer these questions.

Give students the remaining time to write their questions. Remind them to use a pencil to put their initials on the backs of the
cards. If they have time to write additional questions and wish to do so, pass out additional index cards.

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Since students will put their initials on the backs of these index cards, you will have a few opportunities to
take stock of the kinds of questions students ask in this initial lesson after they are posted on the Driving
Question Board (DQB), as well as now when they write them. When students share these questions for the
DQB, they will likely only have time to share one. Collect the remaining questions that don’t get posted
after the development of the DQB is complete. This record of questions they form today will help you
formatively assess their fluency in the practice at the start of this year.

11 · DEVELOP A DRIVING QUESTION BOARD AND REFLECT ON NORMS
MATERIALS: extra index cards, tape, chart paper, markers, computer and projector

Gather in a Scientists Circle around the DQB. Project slide R. Instruct students that when they have their questions ready, they need to
bring them along with chairs to meet in a Scientists Circle around the DQB. Remember that the posters for the initial consensus model
and the related phenomena poster should be near where the DQB is built.

Explain to students how you will create the DQB.✱ Use slide S if needed.

The first student comes up to the DQB with his or her sticky note or index card, faces the class, and remains standing.
The student reads his or her question off of the note and then posts it on the DQB near the section of the model it is most
related to.
The student selects the next student.
The second student reads his or her question and posts it on the DQB near the section of the model it is most related to. The
student also says what other question on the board it relates to and why or how. The student selects the next student.
This process continues until everyone has had a chance to post a question.

✱✱ ATTENDING TO EQUITY
 
A Driving Question Board (DQB) provides a
public representation of the class’s joint
mission. Students can share their questions
and wondering with one another, and the
visual representation offers another
modality for students to access science in
the classroom.



ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

Helpful teacher notes
If a student forgets to explain why or how his or her question is linked to someone else’s question,
press that student to try to talk through his or her own thinking. This is a key way to emphasize the
importance of listening to and building off each other’s ideas and to help scaffold student
thinking.
Don’t worry if some questions are raised that are not part of topics in this unit. Over time, students
will get better and better at forming testable questions in the scope of the driving question. This
type of activity gives them practice at doing that.
If students can’t figure out which question to connect theirs to, encourage them to ask the class for
help. After an idea is shared, ask the original presenter if there is agreement and why, and then
post the question.
If a question is similar to (or the same as) another one, have the student place it on top of the
question that is similar so other students can visually see how many of the questions are the same
or related. Emphasize that this provides us with evidence of where many people are thinking
about similar things.

Organize questions into categories. As students share, clustering of questions with similar themes will naturally start. Once students
have finished their sharing, ask them to consider, What are some categories or themes we see in the clusters of questions?

Five to six themes or categories will probably emerge. Use the categorization that the class suggests to put up a temporary half sheet of
colored paper that has that category written on it in that space. If you have a single space for a Driving Question Board that will be
shared across multiple classes, suggest that you will keep these up temporarily for our class and then try to merge the categories that
other classes suggest too. The example board shown below is from an early pilot of the unit. It is recommended that you create the
category of “Gas bubbles” rather than “Fizzy” as shown below. Temperature emerged as a category for these classes, because a few
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students felt the liquid cooling as the bath bomb dissolved, and some measured its temperature. That category may not emerge in
every class.

Propose a suggested driving question for the entire board, starting with this one: “Can we make something new that was not there
before?” Suggest the question of whether the gas that appeared in the bubbles was something that was there or not to start with. This
question seems central to lots of our related questions, which is why you suggested this question. Point out that although this is not a
how or why question, maybe we can revise it within a few lessons to become one, after we make some progress on this question first.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

You will suggest revising the driving question to include the word “How” at the front of this question at the
end of Lesson 2 in light of what students figure out. At that point, the driving question will change to, “How
can we make something new that was not there before?”

Before the next group of students come in, make a record of these categories and erase them as well as the driving question, or hide the
entire board and start with a fresh one for the next group of students you teach this lesson to.

After your last class on day 3, merge all the questions together on your Driving Question Board into categories that emerge across all
your classes. After (or as) you do that reorganization of the board after this lesson, make a record of all the questions that are on the
board that you can print out for students to reference in groups of three the next day. One way to do this is to take a high-resolution
photo of the board, and another way is to transcribe the questions on the board.

Print out this copy of all your classes’ Driving Question Board questions, 1 per group of two students.

End of day 3

12 · CHOOSE A FOCAL NORM AND DEVELOP INITIAL IDEAS FOR FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS
MATERIALS: science notebook, printout of the Driving Question Board questions, chart paper, markers, computer and projector

Choose a norm to work on today. Display slide T. Direct students to look over the norms chart once more. Ask them again to silently
choose a norm to intentionally work at and monitor for themselves in class today to help our learning community grow stronger and
more productive for everyone.

Connect to the work students did yesterday. Say, Let’s get ready to look again at the Driving Question Board we developed. It represents our
joint mission. We now need to think about how we can make progress on the questions we developed last time I merged the other classes’ questions
together with ours and tried to show the common clusters of categories of questions across all the classes. I made a printout of these for you and
your partner to refer to. Pass out copies of the printout of the Driving Question Board questions you made.

Display slide U. Have students work on developing their own ideas for investigations for a couple of minutes first and record these in
their notebooks, and then have the students talk to a partner about ideas for future investigations that address their partner’s question(s)
and other questions on the Driving Question Board.

Share ideas for investigations. Display slide V. Reconvene in a Scientists Circle, having each person sit next to their partner. Ask students
to share their ideas with the whole group, recording a list of ideas for investigations that will remain public throughout the unit.✱

To ensure that all students share ideas, say, To make sure we have everyone’s ideas up here, I will pass a marker to the first person on the edge of
the circle. The student with the marker should share one idea he or she has. I will write it up and number it. That student should pass the marker to the
student next to him or her. The second student then shares an idea. If the idea is on the poster already, the student should identify which idea is
similar and how it is similar. I will then put another tally mark next to that idea.

✱✱ ATTENDING TO EQUITY
 
Using the marker strategy or other object
for passing around from student to student
allows for equitable sharing among all
students and gives them an opportunity to
piggyback on another student’s idea. Try to
provide time for a second pass through the
class because students may have additional
ideas as they are listening to other
students. If time is short, revisit this activity
at the start of Lesson 2.
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In this way, the marker is passed all around the circle, and all students have a chance to have their thinking represented on this poster.
Offer to students that if they have additional ideas that don’t end up on the poster, they can raise their hand after we have heard once
from everyone in the class (after the marker makes it all the way around the circle). Emphasize to students that the Ideas for
Investigation poster can change throughout the unit as they learn more. If students think of new ideas along the way, ask them to jot
them down to add to the poster.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

Help to elicit student ideas for investigations by doing the following:
Put up the Ideas for Investigation poster next to the DQB to jot down these new ideas. As students
are sharing their ideas, underline repeated statements to keep track of common ideas among
students.
Encourage students to think about their questions and see if they have an idea to investigate a
specific question or group of questions.
Emphasize that the list is our draft set of ideas for what we want/need to do that we think might
help us answer our questions. We may not do all these things, but we will try to do similar-type
investigations. We can add to this list and our DQB throughout the unit as we go.

Sample posters is shown here.
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Notice that in both posters, the ideas that were common to both classes of students are the ones that map closely to the work they will
be doing in lessons 2 through 4, which include the following:

Look up the ingredients used to make the bath bombs.
Test the ingredients separately.
Try bath bombs (or the ingredients in them) in different liquids (e.g., the olive oil or baby oil that is an ingredient in the
homemade recipes for some of the bath bombs).

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

Keep in mind that this list is simply a set of “initial draft ideas.” Given more time and additional learning
experiences, you will see students’ ideas shift. They will think of new things to investigate that will become
targeted at answering the most pressing and relevant questions emerging from their work at that point in
the unit. Knowing that you will be able to deliver on a few of their initial suggestions right off the bat can
provide a powerful sense of shared enterprise and agency for students. But you will need to remind
students of that in order for them to recognize it when you get to the start of lessons 2, 3, and 4. A way to
foreground this is to post a public record anytime the thing you are about to do is going to deliver on any of
these ideas in subsequent investigations when you get to them. You can do this by putting up a sticky note
with a check mark near the idea they listed on the poster when they start work on that sort of investigation,
and then remind them that this was an idea that they came up with.

Once this poster is built, help students realize and get excited about the fact that they created a joint mission and proposed action plan
to guide the work of their learning community for weeks to come. You may want to say something like this to emphasize that message,
Wow. We have accomplished so much. We now have a mission to accomplish as a class, thanks to all the questions you shared and how you
connected them. These questions represent what we hope to be able to figure out. And we have a lot of ideas for investigations and sources of data
we can work with to try to figure this all out. I am very excited for us to get started investigating all of this. I have a lot of additional data, materials
and equipment for us to use that is well matched to many of the things you identified we need. Let’s plan to start working with some of those next.

13 · START PROGRESS TRACKER, UPDATE THE TABLE OF CONTENTS, AND REFLECT ON NORMS
MATERIALS: Science Classroom Norms, science notebook, chart paper, markers, computer and projector

Update the table of contents with students. Say, But before we start on one our
investigation ideas, let’s organize the work we have done so far.

Show slide W. Remind students to reserve at least 2 pages (4 pages front-to-
back) for the table of contents for a single unit. After the table of contents,
they should reserve the next 10 pages (20 pages front-to-back) for their
Progress Tracker for the unit. This is the place where students will individually
reflect on their progress and also add key consensus modeling work
completed by the class.

Organize the table of contents. Have students update their table of contents
and page numbering to include references to all the work they have done so
far. Develop a sample table of contents with students on a poster to show one
way to name the work they have in their notebooks and reference the related
pages it is on. Remember to have students start the page numbering after the
10 pages reserved for their Progress Tracker section and to only make a table of
contents for the work after the Progress Tracker section.✱✱

Have students finish numbering the rest of the pages of their notebook.



SCIENCE
NOTEBOOK
 

If this is the first unit of your 7th grade course, you may also want to remind students to update their
notebook on days when you have some extra time available. It is recommended that you make time to
have students update the table of contents whenever they are adding to their progress tracker for the unit.
This will happen individually at the end of most lessons, and collectively at other key points in the unit. This
periodic time for organization helps students look back on the trajectory of their learning journey. For many
students, this is a helpful way to support coherence.

For more information on Science Notebook Management, refer to this section of the OpenSciEd Teacher
Handbook.

Reflect on the classroom norms. Show slide X. Take a couple minutes to ask students to check in how they did individually on the norms
and how the class did as a learning community. Students can think silently on their own norm, and if time allows, a few students could
share both what the class did well and what the class could improve.

Additional Lesson 1 Teacher Guidance

SUPPORTING
STUDENTS IN
MAKING
CONNECTIONS IN
ELA

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.7.1.C Pose questions that elicit elaboration and respond to others' questions and
comments with relevant observations and ideas that bring the discussion back on topic as needed.

When the class is building the DQB, if a student forgets to explain why or how his or her question is linked
to someone else’s question, press that student to try to talk through his or her own thinking. This is a key
way to emphasize the importance of listening to and building off each other’s ideas and to help scaffold
student thinking.

Don’t worry if some questions are raised that are not part of topics in this unit. Over time, students will get
better and better at forming testable questions in the scope of the driving question. This type of activity
gives them practice at doing that.

If students can’t figure out which question to connect theirs to, encourage them to ask the class for help.
After an idea is shared, ask the original presenter if there is agreement and why, and then post the question.


